Similes

Comparing things is a great way of creating good descriptive writing. One of Watt’s friends said that conversation at the Lunar Society Meetings was “bandied about like a shuttlecock”. Finish these similes:

The water in the boiler was as hot as.....
The fabric turned as white as......
The buttons on Mr Watt’s coat were as shiny as.....
The workers at the Manufactory were as busy as......
Mr Watt’s machine produced a statue that stood as.......
The moon glowed like.....

Steam blew out of the engine like.....
Smoke floated on the air like.....
The Manufactory was as impressive as.....
The machines rapidly stamped out coins like.....
The dinner at Mr Boulton’s house was as ......
Mr Watt’s mind was brimming with inventions like.....
The improved steam engine was as powerful as....
Watt was drawn to Birmingham like.....
James Watt Junior honoured his father as proudly as.....